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In the TRPG, when a character obtains Full Synchro, they can hit twice in one turn. The second hit deals damage,
but the opponent will be thrown backwards, ending their action and preventing the opponent from gaining extra

dashing or status damage. MegaMan is more powerful on his first hit, dealing full damage. Full synchro is activated
by the last chip of a Full Synchro Charge Attack. It deals a full charge but half of the damage, allowing it to be

cancelled to deal the same damage as the first hit. It also grants full evasion so MegaMan can perform a Full Shell.
Full Synchro may be able to happen, depending on the enemy. In Mega Man Battle Network 3, Full Shell is possible
on Chun-Li, if she is able to withstand one of MegaMan's counter hits. If Full Synchro occurs before the beginning
of the game, MegaMan and Tails can cancel their Dash Attacks, but it is not possible to cancel any of their other

attacks. The RX Armor is a Full Armor form of Mega Man X wearing a replica of his classic DX Armor. The DX Armor
is separate as it features the same body as the Full Armor. The RX Armor figure also comes with the DX Armor, a

new Mystic Code that has been modified from the retro-romantic one, and a DX Hand. It also comes with the good
news that you can use parts from the DX Armor figure for the RX Armor figure. You can also create RX Armor or DX

Armor Custom figures with a variety of parts from the DX Armor figure. As per the above, this sequence has the
player performing the command on the opponent, followed by another command. As such, the player's one chip

attacks are activated, which will do the full job if the command they perform is completed. The completed
command then completes with the opponent's moves. As it happens, the sequence of commands may be

performed in any order, allowing the player to use any order, but the above is the simplest one for the player to
use.
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network 4 manga, full
synchro works much like
how it is described, fuses

the netop and netnavi into
one consciousness, but
unlike other canons, it

differs drastically in one
way: whatever happens to
the netnavi in their world,
happens to the netop in

the real world (i.e. if a navi
gets slashed, their netop

would receive a slash
wound on exactly the same

spot). after the player
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defeats lan hikari, he
wakes up in scilab with a

satisfied yet weary
expression. dr. regal is

there with him, in which he
say that lan hikari isn't a
threat and they should

focus their efforts on other
monsters in the future. he

then leaves the lab to go to
scilab, commenting that he

never should've killed
megaman and that he

should "at least die on his
own terms." [14] lan
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hikari's death in the
rebooted version mega

man x is a little different.
after he is defeated for the
last time, he falls into the
sea and is swiftly pulled

into the ocean. throughout
the rest of the game, dr.

regal can be heard
replaying the ending of the
original game, in which he

gives the trophy to the
player before closing the

book and leaves. lan hikari
has a dedicated place in
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mega man x . he was
faithful at both mega man

and dr. wily. he offered
mega man's life to the

organization because he
loved him and wanted to
see the old mega man

return. lan was also one of
the few people to

genuinely like dr. the other
person was oki takashiro,

who has a very high
opinion of both lan and dr.
he even survived dr. wily's
ultimate plans to destroy
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the world. lan was
destroyed by his own

creations, but lan felt it
was worth it if it meant

that dr. wily was defeated
and mega man had a

second chance at his life.
mega man took lan's face,
which is then seen in the

bad ending. he is then
seen with dr. wily and oki
takashiro, who has a blue
face. because lan died for

a good cause, he was
given a special place in
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scilab. one day, lan will
help megaman in his quest

again. 5ec8ef588b
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